STEM DAY
at Mason Creek Elementary
My Bird House

We have made a birdhouse in class on Monday. The birdhouse is to help the birds to stay in the winter. Unfortunately, last year, many birds died in winter. We need to help the birds to stay warm. We put the birdhouse on the roof, and we got glue. We also put it paper to make it look nice. The roof is made of cardboard. We put roof inside in a box. The birds are already in the box. A bird will come to the birdhouse in the winter. We need a safe and sturdy nest.

Golding, Nolan, and Aman

ATMS 3rd February 2017

Team Workers:

Problem: The Douglas County bird society needs help in developing new bird nests. They need help in designing and building nests that will keep the birds safe and warm.

Research your team needs a pair of scissors and paper.

Get materials your team needs: Pencil, paper, scissors, construction paper.

Sketch out birdhouse.

Write a description of your birdhouse. Include what materials your team used and how it can keep other animals out. We used the scissors, paper, and cardboard. Our birdhouse is safe for the bird. It blends in with the leaves. It is hard for the predator to find it. If an Squirrel or cat jumps on it, it tells the bird to get out. Last, we put paper towel down. So the bird will be comfortable.